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Abstract.  Recent studies have shown how trapped energetic radiation belt electron fluxes 13 

rapidly "drop out" during small geomagnetic disturbances triggered by the arrival of a Solar 14 

Wind Stream Interface (SWSI). In the current study we use satellite and ground-based 15 

observations to describe the significance of energetic electron precipitation (EEP) and direct 16 

magnetopause shadowing loss mechanisms, both of which have been suggested as possible 17 

causes of the dropouts. Superposed epoch analysis of low-Earth orbiting POES spacecraft 18 

observations indicate that neither "classic" magnetopause shadowing or EEP appear able to 19 

explain the dropouts. However, SWSI-triggered dropouts in trapped flux are followed ~3 20 

hours later by large increases of EEP, which start as the trapped electron fluxes begin to 21 

recover, and may be signatures of the acceleration process which rebuilds the trapped fluxes. 22 

Ground based observations indicate typical >30 keV EEP flux magnitudes of ~8×105 23 
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electrons cm-2 sr-1 s-1. While these are ~10 times larger than the equivalent precipitating fluxes 24 

measured by POES, that is consistent with the small viewing window of the POES telescopes.  25 

1.  Introduction  26 

  The basic structure of the Van Allen radiation belts was recognized from shortly after their 27 

discovery following the International Geophysical Year [Van Allen and Frank, 1959; Hess, 28 

1968]. Despite being discovered at the dawn of the space age, there are still fundamental 29 

questions concerning the acceleration and loss of highly energetic radiation belt electrons 30 

[Thorne et al., 2010]; energetic electron fluxes can increase or decrease by several orders of 31 

magnitude on time scales of less than a day. The coupling of the Van Allen radiation belts to 32 

the Earth's atmosphere through precipitating particles is an area of intense scientific interest, 33 

principally due to two differing research activities. One of these concerns the physics of the 34 

radiation belts, and primarily the evolution of energetic electron fluxes during and after 35 

geomagnetic storms [e.g., Reeves et al., 2003]. The other focuses on the response of the 36 

atmosphere to precipitating particles, with a possible linkage to climate variability [e.g., 37 

Turunen et al., 2009; Seppalä et al., 2009]. Both scientific areas require increased 38 

understanding of the nature of the precipitation, particularly as to the precipitation drivers, as 39 

well as the variation of the fluxes and energy spectrum for electrons lost from the outer 40 

radiation belts. One area of interest has been the link between the weak geomagnetic storms 41 

triggered by the arrival of a high speed solar wind stream interface (SWSI) and associated 42 

"dropouts" in energetic electron fluxes [e.g., O'Brien et al., 2001; Miyoshi and Kataoka, 43 

2008; Morley et al., 2010a]. These events highlight the dynamic nature of the outer radiation 44 

belt electron fluxes, and are the subject of a review in the current monograph [Turner et al., 45 

2012].  46 

  The combination of observations from a large number of spacecraft provides a much higher 47 

time resolution than possible from single spacecraft, and this has recently provided new 48 
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understanding into the SWSI-linked dropout events. A statistical study utilizing 9 GPS-borne 49 

particle detectors and superposed epoch analysis around the arrival of 67 SWSIs showed a 50 

strong repeatable "signal" of a rapid electron flux dropout [Morley et al., 2010b]. Dropouts 51 

occurred in a median time scale of ~7 h, with median electron counts falling by 0.4–1.8 orders 52 

of magnitude for all L* (where L* is a magnetic drift invariant [Roederer, 1970]). The SWSI 53 

triggered geomagnetic storms with small Dst excursions (-40 nT) and small Kp increases 54 

(Kp≈4). Indeed, while these events show a storm-like evolution in Dst and Kp, the majority 55 

have maximum Dst excursions less than -30 nT and thus are not storms by the "traditional" 56 

definitions [e. g., Loewe and Prölss, 1997], although we will refer to them as such for want of 57 

a better label. The storms started ~6 hours before the epoch defined by the expected arrival of 58 

the SWSI at the Earth’s bow shock nose. While the radiation belt dropouts and recoveries 59 

depended on both L* and energy, only three of 67 SWSIs did not have an associated dropout 60 

in the electron data.  61 

  In the current study we reconsider satellite and ground-based observations to describe the 62 

significance of energetic electron precipitation during SWSI-driven geomagnetic storms. We 63 

make use of the Morley et al. [2010b] epochs to allow 'like with like' comparisons with the 64 

earlier GPS study. Here we show that the EEP occurs well after the dropout has started, and 65 

confirm the EEP energy dependence reported earlier. From the existing literature it appears 66 

possible that the dropout is caused by magnetopause shadowing. However, this study shows 67 

that the SWSI also triggers a geomagnetic storm some hours after the dropout which enhances 68 

wave-particle interactions leading to EEP, as well as the recovery and enhancement of the 69 

trapped electron fluxes. We go on to use ground-based EEP observations to determine the 70 

likely precipitation flux into the atmosphere. SWSI-driven events are highly repeatable in 71 

form, and lead to order of magnitude enhancements in EEP up to very high L-shells. As such 72 

the EEP will couple efficiently into the polar vortex, and may influence the chemistry and 73 

dynamics of the polar neutral atmosphere. Recent work has demonstrated that geomagnetic 74 
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storms produce levels of EEP that are significant in the lower ionosphere [e.g., Rodger et al., 75 

2007], and can significantly alter mesospheric neutral chemistry [Newnham et al., 2011].  76 

2.  POES observations 77 

2.1 SWSI Event Epochs 78 

  As noted above we make use of the epochs given by Morley et al. [Table A.1, 2010b]. The 79 

experimental data we use in this study, POES electron counts and subionospheric VLF 80 

propagation, are both strongly affected by high energy protons which are likely to dominate 81 

over any electron response. We therefore removed two of the Morley epochs (7 May 2005 82 

and 28 July 2005) from our list as these occurred in the declining phase of solar proton 83 

events. We therefore have 65 epochs in total from Table 2 of Morley et al. [2010b].  84 

  In our investigation of the POES spacecraft data described below we follow the approach of 85 

earlier authors and undertake superposed epoch analysis (SEA). We explicitly follow the 86 

approach of Morley et al. [2010b].  87 

 88 

2.2 POES SEM-2 Observations 89 

  We make use of measurements from the Space Environment Monitor (SEM-2) instrument 90 

package onboard the Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites (POES) which are in Sun-91 

synchronous orbits at ~800-850 km altitudes. SEM-2 includes the Medium Energy Proton and 92 

Electron Detector (MEPED). For a detailed description of the SEM-2 instruments, see Evans 93 

and Greer [2004]. We use SEM-2 observations from the NOAA-15 through 19 satellites plus 94 

the METOP-2 satellite which also carries an SEM-2. All POES data is available from 95 

http://poes.ngdc.noaa.gov/data/ with the full-resolution data having 2-s time resolution. 96 

NOAA has developed new techniques to remove the significant low-energy proton 97 

contamination from the POES SEM-2 electron observations [e.g., Rodger et al., 2010a], 98 

which has been described in Appendix A of Lam et al. [2010]. This algorithm is available for 99 

download through the Virtual Radiation Belt Observatory (ViRBO; http://virbo.org).  100 
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  The SEM-2 detectors include integral electron telescopes with energies of >30 keV (e1), 101 

>100 keV (e2), and >300 keV (e3), pointed in two directions. Modeling work has established 102 

that the 0° telescopes monitor particles in the atmospheric bounce loss cone that will enter the 103 

Earth's atmosphere below the satellite when the spacecraft is poleward of L<1.5-1.6 [Rodger 104 

et al., Appendix A, 2010b]. Note however, that the 0° telescopes only observe a fraction of 105 

the bounce loss cone even when they are directed such that they only measure bounce loss 106 

cone fluxes; building on the Rodger et al. [2010b] modeling we find that in practice at best 107 

10% of the total bounce loss cone area is sampled, a value which can drop to less than ~2.5% 108 

depending on the location. In contrast the 90º directed MEPED-telescope tends to detect 109 

electrons with higher pitch angles, i.e. the drift loss cone and trapped electron populations. In 110 

practice, once even a small fraction of trapped electron fluxes are visible to the instrument 111 

these will strongly dominate over any fluxes inside a loss cone. This occurs from roughly 112 

L=4-5 and above, depending on the location.  113 

  In addition to the electron telescopes, the MEPED instrument also includes a number of 114 

proton telescopes. The SEM-2 proton detectors also suffer from contamination, falsely 115 

responding to electrons with relativistic energies which can be useful for radiation belt studies 116 

[e.g., Sandanger et al., 2007; Yando et al., 2011] outside of solar proton events when 117 

significant energetic proton fluxes are present. In particular the P6 telescope detectors, which 118 

are designed to measure >6.9 MeV protons, also respond to either trapped or bounce loss 119 

electrons (depending on L-shell) with energies in the relativistic range [Yando et al., 2011]. 120 

As shown in Figure 8 of Yando et al. [2011], the P6 channel plays a complementary role to 121 

the e1–e3 channels for detection of relativistic electrons, and is sensitive to electrons of 122 

energy larger than roughly 1000 keV.  123 

 124 

2.3 Superposed Epoch Analysis of MEPED electrons  125 
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  Before undertaking superposed epoch analysis we first combine the POES reported particle 126 

fluxes varying with L and time, using 0.25-L and 1-hour time resolution. Observations from 127 

inside and around the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly are excluded before the 128 

measurements are combined. From this dataset superposed epoch analysis is undertaken using 129 

the 65 epochs from Morley et al. [2010b]; in addition, another superposed epoch analysis is 130 

undertaken with a set of 65 epochs which are randomly selected from the period January 2004 131 

to December 2008, after having been filtered for solar proton events. This allows an 132 

additional check of the significance of any changes observed in the Morley epoch superposed 133 

epoch analysis.  134 

2.3.1 POES observations of trapped flux changes 135 

  Figure 1 shows the results of this analysis on the 90º directed telescopes, i.e. those primarily 136 

showing the effect of SWSI on trapped fluxes. The left hand panels show the results of 137 

analysis using the Morley epochs, while the right hand side are for the random epochs. The 138 

upper panels are the integral flux observations from the >100 keV 90º telescope, the middle 139 

panels show the relativistic electron flux variation from the P6 90º telescope, and the lower 140 

panels the differential proton flux at 346 keV from the P3 90º telescope.  141 

  As a guide, all of the left hand panels include the result of the superposed epoch analysis 142 

applied to GOES >600 keV trapped flux observations for the Morley epochs (green line). The 143 

superposed epoch analysis of the >600 keV trapped electrons from geostationary orbits at 144 

L≈6.6 shows a very similar timing to the dropouts in trapped electron fluxes from the GPS 145 

spacecraft, which were also made near the geomagnetic equator (i.e. around geostationary 146 

orbit). The GOES superposed epoch analysis has been scaled and shifted to fit on this plot, 147 

but involves a flux drop of ~1.5 orders of magnitude, with a recovery to a flux level that is 148 

~50% larger than the initial levels. The rapid dropout starts at -0.7 day (relative to the epoch 149 

time), reaching the deepest point at +0.2 day, with the fluxes having returned to the same 150 

level by about +1 day.  151 
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  The POES data shown in Figure 1 indicates that the observations of the trapped electrons 152 

and protons near the bottom of the geomagnetic field lines are very different from that near 153 

the geomagnetic equator, and different from one another. While there is some evidence for a 154 

dropout in the >100 keV electrons, this is only true for L greater than about 6 and starts just 155 

around the zero epoch. The >300 keV 90º electron fluxes also include some evidence of a 156 

dropout (from L greater than about 5.5; not shown, although similar plots have been produced 157 

by Miyoshi and Kataoka [Fig. 3, 2008]); while the >30 keV 90º do not show a clear dropout 158 

(not shown). The relativistic electron observations provided by the P6 90º telescope do show 159 

a dropout, but this seems to start well after the dropout occurring near the geomagnetic 160 

equator. In contrast to all of the electron observations, the trapped differential 346 keV proton 161 

fluxes from P3 increase around the time the dropout begins in the electron fluxes near the 162 

geomagnetic equator. The same behavior is seen in the 90º-directed P1, P2, and P4 detectors 163 

(not shown). The significance of the variation shown in the left-hand panels is particularly 164 

clear when contrasted for the random epoch SEA results presented in the right hand panels. 165 

  In order to clarify the differences between the electron responses, Figure 2 presents line 166 

plots of the changing 90º electron observations from the >100 keV and P6 telescopes at 167 

L=5.4. Following the format of Morley et al. [2010b], we show the superposed epoch median 168 

of the quantity by a black line. The 95% confidence interval for the median is given by the 169 

dark grey band. The inner bands mark the interquartile range (medium grey) and the 95% 170 

confidence interval about it (light grey). Figure 2 demonstrates the strong differences between 171 

the responses of the >100 keV electrons and the relativistic electrons from the P6 channel. 172 

During the quiet period before the start of the SWSI-triggered geomagnetic storm, the 173 

>100 keV trapped electron fluxes steadily drop. This is reversed at the zero epoch, very close 174 

to the time when the electron flux dropouts observed near the geomagnetic equator by GOES 175 

and GPS reach their "deepest" extent. In contrast to the >100 keV trapped fluxes, the 176 

relativistic electrons exhibit a well-defined dropout which starts around the same time as seen 177 
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in the GOES superposed epoch analysis, recovers after 1-1.5 days, and climbs to a slightly 178 

higher flux level.  179 

 180 

2.3.2 POES observations of precipitating flux changes 181 

  Figure 3 shows superposed epoch analysis applied to two of the 0º-directed telescopes, i.e. 182 

those telescopes which detect a portion of the electrons which precipitate into the atmosphere. 183 

The format of Figure 3 is otherwise the same as Figure 1. The top panels of this figure show 184 

the variation of the >100 keV 0º telescope. By comparison with the random epoch analysis 185 

shown on the right-hand side, it is apparent that 4-5 days before the SWSI arrives the 186 

magnitude of >100 keV precipitation is "normal", and then steadily decreases by ~0.5 order. 187 

This is likely to be linked to the "calm before the storm", intervals of unusually calm 188 

geomagnetic activity, which have been previously reported [e.g. Clilverd et al., 1993]. Very 189 

shortly before the zero epoch the >100 keV flux begins to increase by nearly 2 orders of 190 

magnitude (but only slightly more than 1 order of magnitude larger than normal conditions). 191 

This peak of precipitation is ~+0.3 days after the zero epoch, around the time the GPS and 192 

GOES observed electrons dropouts are at their deepest. The most significant EEP stretches 193 

from L=5 to L=8.5, although there is a clear increase to at least L=14. The EEP decays slowly 194 

over the 5 days after the epoch to roughly normal levels. Similar patterns occur with the 195 

>30 keV and >300 keV EEP (not shown; Meredith et al., Fig.1, 2011]. In contrast, however, 196 

the relativistic electron flux from the 0º P6 telescope does not display a decrease before the 197 

SWSI arrives (i.e., no "calm" in relativistic EEP), and exhibits a small decrease in 198 

precipitation magnitude during the peak timing of the >100 keV EEP, lasting perhaps 1-2 199 

days.  200 

3.  Consistency with loss mechanisms 201 
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  As noted in the introduction, the existing literature has identified three possible causal 202 

mechanisms to explain the GPS-observed dropout in trapped electron fluxes 1) magnetopause 203 

shadowing, 2) EEP into the atmosphere due to wave-particle interactions, and 3) outward 204 

diffusion through the magnetopause. The POES superposed epoch analysis described in the 205 

previous section allows us to make conclusions as to the validity of the first two of these loss 206 

mechanisms. Note that the monograph in which this paper appears also contains a review 207 

covering the major loss mechanisms associated with dropouts [Turner at al., 2012]. 208 

 209 

3.1 Mechanism 1: Magnetopause Shadowing  210 

  As previously noted by Morley et al. [2010a], our existing understanding is that the loss 211 

timescales possible from the EEP or outward diffusion are not fast enough to explain the 212 

dropouts as observed. As such, magnetopause shadowing, sometimes termed "magnetopause 213 

encounters" may appear the more likely candidate. This mechanism involves radiation belt 214 

particles drifting around the Earth, encountering the magnetopause boundary and being swept 215 

away by the solar wind and permanently lost. Characteristics of particle losses by 216 

magnetopause shadowing are 1) pitch angle independence of losses of particles on a given 217 

drift shell, such that losses would be expected for both high pitch angle particles which spend 218 

most of their time near the geomagnetic equator and low pitch angle particles which mirror 219 

near to the top of the atmosphere; 2) independence of particle charge, mass or energy, such 220 

that electrons or protons which are drifting around the Earth on the same L-shell (but in 221 

opposite directions) will encounter the magnetopause and hence be lost.  222 

  On this basis one would expect the dropouts of electrons observed in the trapped electron 223 

fluxes near the geomagnetic equator by the GPS spacecraft to also be seen in both the trapped 224 

electron and proton fluxes measured by the POES low-Earth orbiting spacecraft. As reported 225 

in Section 2.3.1, neither of these conditions hold, as the >30 and >100 keV trapped electron 226 

fluxes do not show the dropouts reported by satellites near the geomagnetic equator. In 227 
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addition, the trapped proton fluxes increase rather than decrease during the dropouts. This 228 

suggests that direct magnetopause encounters cannot be used to explain the electron flux 229 

dropouts. Note that a similar argument was previously employed by Green et al. [2004] who 230 

contrasted the observed losses of protons and electrons to exclude magnetopause encounters 231 

as the dominant loss mechanism.  232 

3.2 Mechanism 2: EEP into the Atmosphere  233 

  As shown in Figures 3 and discussed in Section 2 above, the >30, >100 and >300 keV 0º 234 

electron telescopes (which measure part of the bounce loss cone) do show significant 235 

increases in EEP, but starting at the point that the dropout is at its deepest point and beginning 236 

to recover. In contrast, the relativistic electron fluxes measured by the P6 0º telescope show a 237 

small decrease in EEP at the same time. Clearly, these observations are not consistent with 238 

EEP as the primary mechanism to explain the dropouts. Indeed, it is possible that the opposite 239 

is true, that the EEP is the signature of wave-particle driven acceleration processes which 240 

serve to reverse the electron flux dropouts [e.g., Thorne, 2010, and references within].  241 

4.  AARDDVARK observations 242 

  Subionospheric VLF propagation detects precipitation due to changes in the ionization 243 

number density at altitudes around the lower D-region boundary. As the VLF waves 244 

propagate beneath the ionosphere in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide the EEP-induced 245 

ionization produces changes in the received amplitude and phase. Due to the low attenuation 246 

of VLF subionospheric propagation, the EEP modified ionospheric region may be far from 247 

the transmitter or the receiver. As the received subionospheric amplitude is the sum of 248 

multiple propagation modes, the response to changes in the waveguide is often complex, and 249 

both increases and decreases in amplitude are possible when increased ionization occurs in 250 

the waveguide (see for example, Fig. 4 of Rodger et al. [2012]). The response also depends 251 

on the solar zenith angle along the path. As a result of these factors subionospheric VLF is not 252 
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particularly suitable for analysis through superposed epoch. We have, therefore, checked 253 

individual paths for a set of specific events to confirm the occurrence of significant EEP.  254 

  In this study we make use of narrow-band subionospheric VLF data received at Churchill 255 

(CHUR, 58.75ºN, 265.1ºE, L=7.6) and Sodankylä, Finland (SGO, 67.4ºN, 26.4ºE, L=5.3). 256 

Both these receivers are part of the Antarctic-Arctic Radiation-belt Dynamic Deposition VLF 257 

Atmospheric Research Konsortia (AARDDVARK) [Clilverd et al., 2009]. While the 258 

AARDDVARK observations have sub-second time resolution, we will restrict ourselves to 1-259 

minute median values to describe the overall transmitter operations. Figure 4 shows the 260 

transmitter-receiver Great Circle Paths (GCP) which have been monitored by the Churchill 261 

and Sodankylä receivers for at least some part of the time period considered.  262 

  The AARDDVARK data was manually examined for evidence of EEP around the time of 263 

the Morley epochs. The process was as follows: for each Morley epoch, AARDDVARK data 264 

plots were made for all the transmitters monitored by the Churchill and Sodankylä receivers. 265 

Data for four days both before and after the epoch day were plotted. The days before the 266 

epoch were included primarily to construct a Quiet Day Curve (QDC) to provide comparisons 267 

with the epoch day. POES observations show that EEP levels are low immediately before the 268 

SWSI epoch, which should allow a good AARDDVARK QDC to contrast with the epoch 269 

day. Figure 5 shows examples of the data examined in this way. The upper panel of this 270 

figure presents the received amplitude of the GVT 22.1 kHz transmitter received at Sodankylä 271 

(2.5< L <5.3) around the Morley epoch at 6:30 UT on 28 May 2008. Observations on the days 272 

before the epoch day are plotted in grey, the epoch day in black. At this time of year most of 273 

the GVT-SGO GCP is sunlit throughout the day, although the transmitter-end of the path will 274 

have a nighttime ionosphere from ~20-04 UT. In general, subionospheric VLF propagation is 275 

more sensitive to EEP for nighttime rather than daytime ionospheric conditions [Rodger et 276 

al., 2012], due to the extremely large D-region energy input from the Sun during the day. On 277 

this day there is a very clear precipitation-induced decrease in the received amplitude starting 278 
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about 1 hour after the epoch (the epoch being marked by the vertical line) continuing through 279 

to ~11 UT where the amplitude clearly returns to the QDC defined by the previous days. In 280 

this time the amplitude initially decreases by ~1.3 dB, after which it returns to near QDC 281 

levels. In the hours following there are several subsequent examples of likely precipitation 282 

periods (i.e., ~13.5 UT and 15.5 UT), both of which have quite small amplitude changes in 283 

comparison with the first precipitation period.  284 

  The lower panel of Figure 5 presents the received amplitude of the NDK 25.2 kHz 285 

transmitter received at Churchill (2.8< L <7.4) around the Morley epoch at 14:00 UT on 22 286 

July 2008. Once again, there is a long period when the entire path is sunlit, from ~12-2UT. 287 

Unfortunately, the transmitter was not operating for a few hours around the time of the epoch. 288 

However, the amplitude on the event day is well behaved from ~2 hours after the epoch, 289 

showing a steady rise from 15.5-20.75 UT, followed by three broad bursts of precipitation at 290 

21.5 UT, 23 UT, and 0.25 UT on the following day.  291 

  Of the 65 Morley epochs that we studied, there were 7 epochs for which there were no 292 

Sodankylä AARDDVARK observations either on the epoch day, or on one of the days 293 

immediately before the epoch, leaving 58 epochs to examine. The Churchill AARDDVARK 294 

receiver was not installed until May 2007, halfway through the period containing the Morley 295 

epochs, and was also not operating from December 2007 through May 2008. As a result, only 296 

14 epochs were able to be examined in the Churchill data, although most of these epochs are 297 

also represented in Sodankylä observations. We classified data as showing evidence of EEP if 298 

an obvious deviation from the QDC could be seen concurrently on at least two different 299 

transmitter-receiver paths; this was to ensure the deviations we were seeing were indeed due 300 

to EEP, and not through random fluctuations in the AARDDVARK data. 301 

  We performed the above analysis on both the aforementioned Morley epochs. For the 67 302 

Morley epochs, 2 epochs were removed due to solar proton activity, 4 were removed as 303 

neither receiver was operating, and 15 epochs were removed as there was no transmitter-304 
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receiver path with a good QDC. Of the remaining 46 epochs, 34 of these showed clear signs 305 

of EEP across multiple paths (i.e., 74%). This confirms the riometer and satellite-based 306 

observations of significant EEP occurring during the SWSI dropouts, and also provides us 307 

with an additional dataset in order to determine the magnitude of the EEP entering the 308 

atmosphere. 309 

5.  AARDDVARK modeling 310 

  For the next step, we returned to the Morley epochs, focusing on the paths which had a well-311 

behaved QDC, again concentrating on times when the path is sunlit. We then focused on only 312 

three subionospheric transmitter-receiver paths; NAA 24.0 kHz to Churchill and GVT to 313 

Sodankylä, both of which are relatively short paths which span a limited MLT range, and the 314 

rather long path from NAA to Sodankylä. There is a significant amount of variability in the 315 

observed amplitude changes; this is hardly surprising given the large variability in the 316 

magnitude of the EEP from event to event evidenced from the interquartile range (not 317 

shown). However, we are still in a position to establish "typical" amplitude changes for the 318 

subionospheric VLF observed SWSI-associated precipitation. These are shown in Table 1.  319 

  In order to determine the typical magnitude of the EEP triggered by the SWSI, we follow the 320 

modeling approach outlined in Rodger et al. [2012]. Here our goal is determine the fluxes 321 

which will lead to the changes in VLF amplitude shown in Table 1. In addition, Morley et al. 322 

[2010b] reported that the SWSI-associated radiation belt dropouts were linked to increases in 323 

riometer-measured absorption of "cosmic noise", which is expected due to increases in the 324 

ionization number density in the ionospheric D- and E-regions caused by EEP. A SEA 325 

analysis of riometer data found that the change in cosmic noise absorption (ΔCNA) in 326 

Canadian and European instruments peaked at ~1.25 dB in the period 3-6 hours following the 327 

epoch [Morley et al., 2010b]. Thus our modeling goal is reproduce both the subionospheric 328 

VLF changes as well as those from the riometer SEA.  329 
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  For each VLF transmitter-receiver path we take a modeling point midway along the path, 330 

and use a combination of International Reference Ionosphere (IRI-2007) [online from 331 

http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/vitmo/iri_vitmo.html] and typical D-region electron density 332 

profiles determined for high latitudes at noon [Thomson et al., 2011]. We model the SWSI-333 

associated EEP signature in ground-based data using 10 keV-2.0 MeV precipitating electrons 334 

with an energy spectra determined by the POES SEA observations. During the peak 335 

precipitation period, the >30, >100 and >300 keV precipitating fluxes are best fitted terms of 336 

a power law where the slope (scaling exponent, k) is -3.5. Otherwise our modeling techniques 337 

follow that described by Rodger et al. [2012].  338 

  As shown in Table 1, a relatively small range of EEP flux magnitudes will reproduce the 339 

ground-based instrument responses observed during the SWSI-triggered geomagnetic storms. 340 

The top half of the table examines the EEP values necessary to best reproduce the 341 

subionospheric VLF amplitude change observations (ΔVLF obs.), and shows the predicted 342 

change in riometers absorption (ΔCNA calc.) predicted for that EEP flux striking the 343 

atmosphere at the midpoint of that path. Although the lower bound of the EEP was assumed 344 

to be 10 keV (to more accurately capture the riometers responses), we report the >30 keV 345 

EEP flux magnitude to allow direct comparison with the POES 0º-telescope observations, 346 

given below. Table 1 shows there is very good agreement between the modeled and predicted 347 

VLF responses (ΔVLF calc.) for the paths NAA-CHUR and NAA-SGO with >30 keV EEP 348 

flux magnitudes of 9-10×105 electrons cm-2 sr-1 s-1, and slightly lower quality matching for 349 

the GVT-SGO path, where -1.1 dB is the largest negative amplitude change we can produce 350 

(c.f., a typical change of -1.5 dB observed) for a >30 keV EEP flux magnitude of 4×105 351 

electrons cm-2 sr-1 s-1. These EEP are calculated to produce riometer absorption changes 352 

which are similar to those reported (1-1.4 dB). The lower half of Table 1 examines the EEP 353 

values necessary to best reproduce the Morley et al. [2010b] reported peak riometer 354 

observations (ΔCNA obs. of 1.25 dB), and contrasts the ΔVLF calc. predicted for these 355 
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fluxes. In all cases, despite the different undisturbed ionospheric electron density height 356 

profiles and neutral atmospheric parameters, the typical observed ΔCNA is reproduced by an 357 

EEP flux magnitude of ~8×105 electrons cm-2 sr-1 s-1, with relatively small differences in the 358 

ΔVLF calc. relative to those observed.  359 

6.  Discussion  360 

  The >30 keV EEP flux magnitude determined from Table 1 should be contrasted with that 361 

found in the SEA of the POES precipitating electrons. The peak in the median >30 keV POES 362 

0º-telescope fluxes is ~7×104 el. cm-2sr-1 s-1, with the 95% confidence interval for the median 363 

spanning ~4×104 to 1×105 el. cm-2sr-1 s-1. Clearly, this is approximately one order of 364 

magnitude smaller than the EEP determined in Section 5 from the ground-based 365 

measurements. The difference is significant; if the EEP flux was 7×104 el. cm-2sr-1 s-1, the 366 

riometer absorption change would be only 0.27 dB. It is not unexpected that the POES-367 

reported 0º-telescope flux is a fraction of that in the bounce loss cone and striking the 368 

atmosphere. As noted in section 2.2, the POES SEM-2 0º-telescope only samples a fraction of 369 

the loss cone, with 10% being a common "best case".  370 

  Note that the typical SWSI-triggered >30 keV electron precipitation flux of 8×105 electrons 371 

cm-2 sr-1 s-1 determined from the ground-based instruments should be considered a large 372 

electron precipitation event, although with a softer energy spectra than the k=-2 spectra 373 

reported as typical by Clilverd et al. [2010]. A >30 keV precipitation flux of 374 

2.2106 electrons cm-2sr-1s-1 would occur if the entire electron flux stored in a L=6.5 fluxtube 375 

was precipitated out in a 10 minute period, with the population calculated using the ESA-376 

SEE1 radiation belt model [Vampola, 1996]. In practice the POES observations indicate that 377 

SWSI-triggered geomagnetic storm have roughly constant precipitation fluxes with values 378 

similar to those of the peak level for ~1.5 days. We speculate that this is evidence that the 379 

acceleration process which "rebuilds" the energetic electron fluxes after the dropout also 380 
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produces electron precipitation, with a significant fraction of the accelerated electrons being 381 

lost into the atmosphere.  382 

7.  Summary and Conclusions 383 

  In this study we have we examined satellite and ground-based observations to describe the 384 

significance of energetic electron precipitation during SWSI-driven geomagnetic storms, 385 

focusing on the Morley et al. [2010b] epochs to allow "like with like" comparisons with the 386 

earlier study focused primarily upon GPS observations. Superposed Epoch Analysis of the 387 

low-Earth orbiting POES satellite observations confirm that SWSI-driven geomagnetic 388 

storms are strongly associated with large EEP events. However, the EEP only becomes 389 

significant at the time that the dropout is at its deepest point and is starting to recover, such 390 

that EEP cannot be used to explain the observed dropouts in trapped energetic radiation belt 391 

electrons for any energy range. Our observations are more suggestive of the opposite 392 

phenomena, where the EEP is the signature of wave-particle driven acceleration processes 393 

which serve to reverse the electron flux dropouts.  394 

  Previous studies have suggested that magnetopause shadowing may be the primary reason 395 

for the rapid dropouts. Our Superposed Epoch Analysis is, however, not consistent with a 396 

simple model of direct magnetopause shadowing causing the losses. In particular, we found 397 

that the trapped proton fluxes increased rather than decreased during the dropouts, while the 398 

classic direct magnetopause shadowing explanation would predict this mechanism would be 399 

independent of particle charge, mass or energy, such that electrons or protons which are 400 

drifting around the Earth on the same L-shell (but in opposite directions) will encounter the 401 

magnetopause and hence be lost. 402 

  Ground-based observation of subionospheric VLF propagation from the AARDDVARK 403 

network has been used to confirm the POES observations of large EEP events generated by 404 

the SWSI-triggered storms. For the epochs for which there were data available and well 405 
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defined QDCs, 74% of the Morley epochs showed evidence of EEP occurring, producing 406 

amplitude changes of several decibels. The EEP was observed typically ~3 hours after the 407 

Morley epochs. The AARDDVARK observations were combined with riometers 408 

measurements made for the Morley et al. [2010b] epochs in order to model the magnitude 409 

of the EEP occurring in these events. The very high levels of agreement in the modeling, 410 

which involved multiple instruments, and multiple transmitter-receiver paths, indicates a 411 

strong probability that the >30 keV EEP flux magnitude has a value close to 8×105 electrons 412 

cm-2 sr-1 s-1. This is ~11 times larger than the >30 keV EEP flux reported by the 0º-directed 413 

>30 keV electron telescope measurements made onboard POES, which is expected as the 414 

POES telescopes only view ~10% of the bounce loss cone.  415 
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Tables 524 

 525 

 ΔVLF obs. ΔVLF calc. ΔCNA calc. EEP flux 

NAA-CHUR +2.0 dB  +2.0 dB  1.41 dB 1×106 

GVT-SGO -1.5 dB  -1.1 dB 1.05 dB 4×105 

NAA-SGO +2.5 dB +2.5 dB 1.35 dB 9×105 

 ΔCNA obs. ΔVLF calc. ΔCNA calc. EEP flux 

NAA-CHUR 1.25 dB  +1.7 dB  1.25 dB  8×105 

GVT-SGO 1.25 dB  -0.9 dB 1.25 dB  8×105 

NAA-SGO 1.25 dB +2.4 dB 1.25 dB 8×105 

Table 1.  Summary of ground-based instrument responses during the SWSI-triggered 526 

geomagnetic storms. The top half of the table examines the EEP values necessary to best 527 

reproduce the subionospheric VLF observations from this study (ΔVLF obs.), while the lower 528 

half examines the EEP values necessary to best reproduce the Morley et al. [2010b]-reported 529 

riometer observations (ΔCNA obs.). In each case the calculated change of the other ground-530 

based instrument response is shown. The EEP values listed are >30 keV electron fluxes with 531 

units of electrons cm-2 sr-1 s-1.  532 
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Figures  533 

 534 

Figure 1.  Superposed epoch analysis undertaken using the POES MEPED data. The left 535 

hand panels show the analysis applied to 65 of the Morley et al. [2010b] epochs, while the 536 

right hand panels are for a set of random epochs. The upper panels are the integral flux 537 

observations from the >100 keV 90º telescope, the middle panels show counts from the P6 538 

90º telescope (which responds to relativistic electrons), and the lower panels the differential 539 

protonflux at 346 keV from the P3 90º telescope. As a guide to the eye, all of the left hand 540 
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panels have the result of the Morley superposed epoch analysis applied to GOES >600 keV 541 

trapped flux observations (green line). 542 

 543 

 544 

Figure 2.  Superposed epoch analysis of the POES 90º telescope >100 keV and P6-545 

measured relativistic trapped electron fluxes at L=5.4. The superposed epoch median of the 546 

quantity is given by a black line. The 95% confidence interval for the median is given by 547 

the dark grey band. The mid- grey bands mark the interquartile range and the 95% 548 

confidence interval about it (light grey). 549 

 550 
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 551 

Figure 3.  Superposed epoch analysis of 0º directed MEPED telescopes in the same format 552 

as Figure 1. The upper panels are the integral flux observations from the >100 keV 0º 553 

telescope, while the lower panels show counts from the P6 0º telescope (which responds to 554 

relativistic electrons). 555 

 556 

 557 

 558 
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Figure 4.  Map showing the AARDDVARK receivers at Churchill and Sodankylä 559 

(diamonds) and the VLF transmitters monitored by these receivers (circles). This map also 560 

indicates the great circle propagation paths between the transmitter and receiver, as well as 561 

a number of fixed L-shell contours evaluated at 100 km altitude.  562 

 563 

 564 

Figure 5.  Examples of AARDDVARK observations made around the time of the Morley 565 

epochs (the epoch time is marked by the vertical lines in the centre of the plots. 566 

Observations on the days before the epoch day are plotted in grey, the epoch day in black. 567 

The upper panel shows GVT-Sodankylä amplitudes for the epoch at 6:30 UT on 28 May 568 

2008, while the lower panel shows NDK-Churchill amplitudes for the epoch at 14:00 UT on 569 

22 July 2008. 570 
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